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Introduction to FindaFixr
• FindaFixr is an online and mobile marketplace that will
connect qualified contractors with people looking for
contracting services in their area or vice versa. It allows
people to find fast reliable help with everyday jobs from
cleaning a house to developing a mobile application.
FindaFixr Is the first contracting service that will be utilizing
its own decentralized cryptocurrency called (FXR) as
payment. FindaFixr will allow contractors to post any kind of
job they want (based on the categories we provide) allowing
pretty much anyone with the right qualifications to do the
job they are best at. Contractors will make 100% earnings
with no hidden fees. FXR was developed from an Ethereum
smart contract as a custom ERC20 token. It is a completely
decentralized token with 300,000,000 created in total.

•
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Introduction to FindaFixr

Here is a preview of our Findafixr mobile application. These screens
include ”finding Fixr’s in your area” as preview one, “Requesting a Fixr”
as preview two, and “rating your Fixr’s job” as preview three.
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Introduction to FindaFixr
• There are 53 million contractors in the United states (as of 2018). By
2020, 50% of the U.S. workforce will most likely be utilizing Contracting
companies to work. This on-demand work, instant job economy is
moving more and more into independent professionals that are using
mobile and technology to create ecosystems of work they have a
passion for. Who says you can’t fix a roof on Monday, design apps all
Tuesday, and write reports on Thursdays? The old economy would lead
you to believe that you should pick only one specific job, work hard for
30+ years at that company, and then retire. Not the new economy. The
more diverse your skill set, the more opportunities come your way and
so will the money. Being a contractor can allow you to literally almost be
anything you want as long as you have the skills and the qualifications.
It is easy to sign up and start quickly.
• We at FindaFixr believe that people shouldn’t hate what they do for
work, but to wake up every morning eager to start their job.
FindaFixr wants you to make 100% of the money that you earn. “Fixrs”
will be paid in (FXR) and whenever they want their local currency or
other cryptocurrency they will have an option to cash out instantly or
keep the FXR in their wallet. They will be able to simply do so all from
our FindaFixr application that will be worked on as soon as we complete
our first token sale.
•
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HOW FINDAFIXR IS UNIQUE AND
OUR MISSION
• Our mission is to provide a contracting service
where contractors can simply sign up to have any
job (based on our categories) and then get paid in
our cryptocurrency. We want to make sure that our
Contractors keep using us to hook them up with
Finders fast and allow them to make 100%
earnings. With our Finders, we want to make sure
we provide them with all their Fixr needs with ease
and make sure the highest quality work. Lastly, for
our traders, we want to make sure they can get FXR
fast and easy and be able to sell FXR for their local
currency, other fiat currencies, or other
cryptocurrencies via our app, website, and
Exchanges.
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HOW FINDAFIXR IS UNIQUE AND OUR
MISSION
• Example 1: A Finder posts a job worth $100 USD or 100 FXR on the FindaFixr
Website or Mobile application (coming soon!), the Fixr takes on the job and
completes it. The Fixr earned 100 FXR or $100 USD because we allow our Fixrs
to make 100% earnings.
• Example 2: The Fixr decides to Invest in FXR and keeps it in his or her digital
wallet for a month. In the last month 1000 Finders and 250 Fixrs sign up with
our service which increases the value of FXR and now the 100 FXR that the Fixr
earned is now worth $200 USD.
• Example 3: The Fixr uses the 100 FXR and exchanges it for another
cryptocurrency such as Ethereum (ETH). ETH goes up in value and increases the
worth of the Fixrs job earnings to now $300 USD. As you can see there are many
added bonuses using FindaFixr!
• At FindaFixr we believe that Our Fixr’s should make 100% earnings for the work
they do. Most Contracting services take a big cut from the contractors work or
charge a large fee. An example would be Task Rabbit. Task Rabbit takes 30%
away from their Contractors leaving them with only 70%. We will take 0% of
what the Contractors make and there will be no posting fees or hidden
fees unlike Angies List where a typical bill a month is around $200.00 USD. We
want our contractors to do the work they love while getting the money they
deserve.
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How FindaFixr will work

• Currently, we have our FXR cryptocurrency and the
start of our website completed. FindaFixr will be an
app/website that provides multiple jobs that our
Finders can choose from here is a list of the jobs we will
provide at launch with many more to come as FindaFixr
grows:
•
• Delivery
• Cleaning
• Event Planning
• Event Staffing
• Personal Assistant
• Entertainment
• Furniture Assembly
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How FindaFixr will work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy Lifting
Minor Home Repairs
Moving Help
Organization
Accounting
Arts / Crafts
Automotive
Carpentry & Construction
Computer Help
Cooking / Baking
Data Entry
Decoration
Deep Clean
Electrician
Errands
Graphic Design
Laundry and Ironing
Marketing
Mounting
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How FindaFixr will work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office Administration
Packing & Shipping
Painting
Pet Sitting
Photography
Plumbing
Research
Selling Online
Sewing
Shopping
Usability Testing
Videography
Web Design & Development
App Design & Development
Wait in Line
Window Cleaning
Writing & Editing
Yard Work & Removal
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How FindaFixr will work
• The website/ app will have a login and sign up page for Finders
and one for Fixrs. When you sign up to be a Finder you will add
your email, Phone number, Full name, Date of birth, and
Password and where you are located. You will receive an FXR
wallet in which you will then be able to browse multiple Job
listing in your area. You will also, be able to browse jobs from
Fixrs around the world.
• The website/app signup for Fixrs will ask for their full name,
email, phone number, location, and a password. Once they are
done with that they will be taken to a form where they will have
to meet these qualifications:
• Have a Social Security Number (this is required for the
background check)
• Be at least 21 years of age: All Fixrs must meet this age
requirement in order to perform Work. There will be legal liable
implications that do not permit us to register Fixrs who do not
meet this age requirement. There are no exceptions to this rule.
• Personal information for a background check
• Have skills and capabilities: We will have over 50+ categories to
choose from. We will expect our Fixrs to be skilled in their
categories, represent themselves accurately, and keep
commitments to their Finders.
• Have a smartphone: They will be managing Finders jobs through
our FindaFixr app.
• If they meet all of these requirements They will be able to sign up
as a Fixr and work.
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How FindaFixr will work
• If someone is just looking to trade FXR they will be able
to go onto our website/app and look at the exchanges,
we will be listed on. Once they have found the
exchange they like they will be able to buy/ sell. As of
right now we are currently working on getting listed on
Huobipro, HitBTC, Kucoin, and Gate.io. once we make
our soft cap or more from our PreICO we will start
listing to Changelly, Poloniex, and Bittrex.
• The layout of the app/website will be very easy to use.
It will locate your location if you are a finder and show
Fixrs in your area providing work that you will specify
when searching for Fixrs. For Fixrs it will display the
Finders in your area that are looking for your work.
Once a Finder and Fixr match they will share their
phone number and will be able to talk about when the
they arrive.
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What FXR is and how it will work
• FXR is an ERC20 Token is developed from an Ethereum
Smart Contract. 300M FXR was created in total. It is
completely decentralized and utilizes block chain
technology as well. FXR was completely finished on
February 5th 2018. Users of FindaFixr will be able to get
FXR from the exchanges FXR is listed on. FXR will be
able to be purchased in fiat currency (USD, EUR, ETC) or
other crypto currency (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple ETC).
Once its bought you will be able to view how much FXR
you have from your FXR wallet. You can also sell
whenever you want to get back your local currency,
other fiat currency, or other crypto currency.
completely decentralized and utilizes block chain
technology as well.
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LEGAL
• We will undergo getting a business license to
support our contracting service as well as hiring a
lawyer to help us take care of any legal fees we will
need to take care of. The Exchanges that we will list
to will also charge anyone that sells FXR or buys
FXR for a very, very small fee. People that receive
the FXR will have to pay taxes on what they made
when they do take it in their local currency.
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LEGAL
• FindaFixr will be a technology platform that allows
Finders to connect with Fixrs or vice versa so they can
be their most productive selves. Fixrs determine what
categories they are qualified to perform jobs in, and
scope the job directly with their Finder. Finders are
advised to confirm with their Fixr that their Fixr is
qualified to perform the job prior to the job taking
place. FindaFixr does not direct how a Fixr performs a
task, does not monitor jobs or chat threads between
Users, and does not otherwise oversee or assume
responsibility for the actions of Fixrs. FindaFixr will
not be liable for the acts or omissions of Users, nor
does FindaFixr provide insurance against any losses
sustained by Users. Other legal agreements and terms
and conditions will be made after we complete our
token sale.
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About our Token Sale
• We are currently launching our first token sale. Our
token sale will have a $1,000,000.00 USD Soft cap
and a $10,000,000.00 USD Hard cap. After our
Token sale we will be spending the money
accordingly, which is shown on the next page.
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About our Token Sale
• Marketing FindaFixr: 40%
• Held in the company if any fees come up: 20%
• Legal fees: 10%
• Paying Developers for the development so far of
FindaFixr: 14%
• Finishing FindaFixr website development and
mobile application development: 16%
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Token Sale Plans
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Roadmap and Distribution
• FindaFixr will utilize online marketing resources that
promote crypto coins and crypto projects. A token sale
is a fundraising process conducted by cryptocurrency
business startups. We ICObazaar because we saw them
as the best way to not only raise capital for our project,
but to get our project out to many people. With the
increasing popularity of crypto, many companies are
now trying to make their names in the market by
establishing dedicated ICO businesses. These
companies conduct crowd sales to raise money by
sharing a percentage of their cryptocurrency with their
supporters. Companies also utilize multiple marketing
companies that specialize in getting your project to
millions of people with custom advertisements but for
a lot of money. We are currently also using Twitter,
Telegram, and Instagram to allow FindaFixr to grow.
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Roadmap and
Distribution
• 1. In April 2018 our token sale completes
• 2. In late April 2018 we get listed on HitBTC, Huobipro,
IDEX, and Gate.io with active users buying and selling
FXR
• 3. In late May 2018 we get listed on CoinMarketcap,
Changelly, Poloniex, and Bittrex
• 4. In September 2018 Our Mobile application Findafixr
releases
• 5. In Febuary 2019 have at least 200,000 users using
FindaFixr
• 6. In June 2019 FXR token price increases by 400%
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Roadmap and Distribution
• $0.25 USD = 1 FXR
• $25.00 USD = 100 FXR
• $250.00 USD = 1000 FXR
• $2,500.00 USD = 10000 FXR
• Once our mobile application and website become
fully operational, you will be able to manage it in
your FXR wallet. Currently FXR will be held in your
Ethereum wallet.
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The future with FindaFixr and MVP
• FindaFixr is an online and mobile marketplace that will
connect qualified contractors with people looking for contracting
services in their area or vice versa. It allows people to find fast
reliable help with everyday jobs from cleaning a house to
developing a mobile application. FindaFixr Is the first contracting
service that will be utilizing its own decentralized cryptocurrency
called (FXR) as payment. Unlike most Contracting services,
FindaFixr will utilize our own Cryptocurrency that we developed
called FXR. The reason we wanted our contracting service to use a
cryptocurrency as a form of payment is because what it can
provide to the Contractors and how popular Crypto currency is
becoming. FXR can have a positive impact on the “Fixrs” and the
“Finders”. It can allow the Fixrs to make 100% earnings of the job
they and even more because of the crypto market, as with the
Finders they can use it not only for contracting services but also
trading. An example for Fixrs could be a Fixr posting a job worth
260 FXR. Someone decides to pay them for their job. The Fixr
made 260.00 FXR because we allow our Fixrs to make 100%
earnings but because of the demand for FXR He made 280.
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The future with FindaFixr and
MVP
• Our proof of concept is the app that we have
started designing, you can see images of the
designs on page 2.
• We also have an MVP available which would be our
Cryptocurrency that is completely finished and our
website. The only thing with the website however
is that we don’t have the contracting services
available. We recently submitted to exchanges
which means once we get listed, it will be used only
for trading until we meet our Soft cap or more in.
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About us and where you can join our
community
Brian Corazza is the Cofounder of FindaFixr. Brian has been
investing in cryptocurrency and researching cryptocurrency
for years. He is a Cyber Security expert and Mobile
application developer with years of experience in C++, java,
Swift, and HTML5 with multiple different projects.

Ryan Gehringer is the Cofounder of FindaFixr. Ryan has been
investing and researching cryptocurrency for years with a
lucky investment in bitcoin when it was in its early stages.
Ryan Gehringer also develops mobile applications for the IOS
App Store with thousands of downloads on all of his
applications. He has been programming in C++, Solidity, Swift,
Javascript, and HTML5 for years and has lots of experience
with Programming various projects.
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About us and where you can join
our community

Instagram: FindaFixr

Telegram: FindaFixr

Twitter: FindaFixr

